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The meeting on the 29th
this month in Staffordshire
will feature a question time
format your chance to ask
any questions you and your
friends may have about new
fascism and the NBU.
The RV will be manned from
1130 to 1230 meeting starts
1300 Buses can be taken
from the RV to Meeting.
Any questions please contact
Clive Jones tel; 07481863922
email;
houseofjones@yahoo.com

Sticks and stones may
simple words! Rascist, nazi,
break my bones but words islamaphobe.......FASCIST
will never hurt me! This is these alone cause grown men
something many people in
to hide away and until we
Britain today have forgotten accept that words cannot hurt
or had wiped from their
us political correctness keeps
minds. Where once you heard us in place. We must speak
pride in peoples voices now out not with hate but with
they crack with fear, where love, love of our country and
once British feet stamped
its folk, love of family and
around the globe now they tip tradition, love of what we are
toe across politicaly correct and who made us, love for
lawns. Where British men
race and nation.
were once feared they are
There is nothing shameful
now laughed at and derided, about being a British Fascist
all thanks to the liberal elite TIME TO STAND UP AND
and their marxist lackeys.
STAND PROUD. See you on
Dumbed down, imasculated the 29th.
fed a diet of circus and games
they have been nullified by GARY RAIKES

FLY THE FLAG FOR
FASCISM

SEVENTY YEARS OF see the verbal attacks from future, the only real
some EDL members against alternative, help us reach the
LIES

the Police, make no mistake people with the truth and
the police are the thin blue
break through 70 years of
History is written, not so
line
between
the
forces
of
lies.
much by the victors, but by
those who control the means anarchy and the order of
of communication. And so for civilised society. These
the last seventy years liberals, ‘patriots’ need to look at their
behaviour and how it
socialists and communists
have spewed out their hatred confirms to the stereotype it
portrays.
of British Fascism and all it
has stood for in the trade’s
union-funded newsletters and To imagine that any
extremism can be combated
websites, the school
by demonstrations that
textbooks, the university
journals, the academic works, mostly result in EDL v UAF v
the popular novels, the songs, Police is at the very least
misguided. Walking drunkenly
the newspapers, the
down a street chanting e-emagazines, the television
documentaries, and even, the edl is not going to effect
Islamic extremism one jot.
Hollywood movies.
Anything from 40-60% of
This has made our task
difficult but not impossible; people no longer vote, they
have simply given up on
the truth will always break
through the barrage of lies as politics and politicians and
long as we remain steadfast feel they are not represented
under fire. The first truth on by any party or movement.
the path to enlightenment is These are the people that
hold the future of Britain in
that liberalism leads to
their hands; these are the
persecution. Remove the
people we need to reach. But
smiling mask from a liberal
acting like football fans or
and you will see a face
snarling with satanic hatred of indeed Eton Toffs will not
attract them. People want
all that makes us British.
honesty, decency, strength,
It is the liberal political elite fairness, and real leadership
with law-abiding honourable
that is our enemy and the
and loyal comrades to
enemy of all hard working
decent law abiding people, it represent them, they want
People not Politicians and that
is the liberal socialists and
communists who make up the is what NBU and only NBU
can offer them.
anti-British UAF-Hope not
Hate-Searchlight thugs that
Discipline, dedication,
attack not only us but the
direction Blackshirts have it
Police Service who enforce
the laws made by the political all, the real march starts here,
elite. I have been dismayed tohelp us build the fascist

which Sir Oswald found
inspiring!

The fight has only just begun!
We are the foot soldiers of
Fascism, we are the followers
of Sir Oswald Mosley, and
united we stand. We are
driven. We are efficient and
we are dedicated. A new age
has been forged, a
prosperous future is ahead.
The twenty first century
benefits a movement like ours
immensely, we now have
technology, in particular that
of the Internet, at our
disposal. Although
propaganda may be streamed
off the Internet, and spread
effectively, we must do more,
we must do more to increase
public awareness of the 'New
British Union of Fascists'.

I'll be re-issuingThe New
Fascism: An Idea Whose
Time Has Come for a second
edition, primarily with some
updates for more recent
times, and you can be sure
the NBU will be getting a
favorable mention. As both
HAVE YOUR SAY our countries slide closer to
disaster, the solution remains
Another great issue! I see the same: Fascism.
we face many of the same
problems; here in America, Seth Tyrssen
the political situation
continues to go downhill, as it
has for at least the last 70
years. Trump has managed to One who truly believes in
temporarily stop the wave of our struggle, will persist.
One who abides by our creed
Rapefugees from entering
and sticks to our dogma will Ask yourself this question,
America, and is being
comrades. Are you doing your
lambasted by the organized succeed. Persistence leads to
bit, are you doing enough to
success, which leads to
media (all leftist) for this
promote the NBU? Or are you
"travel ban." He'll be out of progression, and progression
claiming to be a fascist in
office within six months, only leads to the ultimate end,
succession. Simply saying you name, but not in substance.
to be replaced by a
Fundamentalist -- which gives are a 'Fascist' will not suffice, Spread the word, spread our
you must act. This century, message. This is the
me pause, since
the 'century of the Fascist',
character of the true
fundamentalist religionists
will see the end to our
revolutionary. Plaster bulletin
usually are a prelude to
boards, decorate the streets
inquisitions, but, I'll work with struggle, the end of
corruption,
and
the
end
to
the
with our posters. Raise
anyone that opposes the
government that currently
awareness. Promote the 'New
liberal-Marxist decadence
reigns
over
the
masses
of
British Union'.
which has gripped my country
Great
Britain.
Fascism
has
for some time. Economics is a
TOM MITFORD
been embedded in our soil, in
major concern over here -our land, since the early
simply because the rich
corporations run everything, twentieth century, it has
Within the year I will be
become a part of us, the
and everyone else is poor.
turning twenty-one,
Nothing is made in America British people. The seeds
thousands like myself, school
have been sown! It is down friends of yesterday, have
any more, it's all marked
to us, the revolutionaries, to grown up ready to take our
"Made in China," and it's
always inferior-quality junk. accommodate the
place in society. We smile
germination of our organism, with the optimism of youth,
How different from the
the germination of British
American industrial scene
while the older generation
Fascism.
criticise us freely – our bad

habits, fashion and
unconventional attitude to
life, and many other things.
Yes, we smile, but behind our
smiling faces lie somewhat
bitter hearts, and dogged
determination to win through
despite the crisis and chaos
which the political class have
bought about.

of the Mosley Summer Camps
dead. Therefore they unite
and are bound together in a 1933-1938'.
common cause.

We have the necessary
determination, the spirit of
our county men who died and
those who returned, and are
out to fight the greatest war
ever fought. A war against
lethargy and apathy, misrule
and chaos, a war in which we
The lessons of the past
shall destroy greed, envy,
combined with the
hate and distrustfulness, and
environment which we have replace them by
been bought upin has
brotherliness, goodwill and
prepared us to sacrifice all in true citizenship.
our efforts to turn the
tremendous sacrifice of our NBU have lit the “Flame
forefathers, at present futile, Invisable” and it will never
to one of triumph. They died die. From heart to heart it will
“that we might live”. We shall spread until this land which
live, live for an idea and not we love so well is purged of
rest till we have achieved, for filth and corruption and
we are out to build a Greater Britain once again becomes
Britain of which they would Great.
be proud.
A YOUNG FASCIST
We who yesterday were the
future generation are today On Tuesday 11th July 2017,
the present, and in our hands over 50 people including
lies the future of tomorrow. members and supporters of
Our hearts are bitter, we are the Friends of Oswald Mosley
no longer satified with
(FOM) attended the talk by
emotional outbursts of old
Juliet West at Horsham
liberal Marxists, we demand Library about her new novel
logic and action.
'The Faithful' - a historical
romance set in 1930's Sussex
This is why Fascism is
and London involving Sir
sweeping over Britain, why Oswald Mosley's Women
the youth are daily swelling Blackshirts. Miss West
the Blackshirt ranks in their admitted in answer to a
hundreds. They know that in question from the floor by
Fascism is a policy of logic
J.A. Booker that she was
harnessed to action. They
inspired to write her novel
know that it is the only policy after reading his book
which can save Britain and
'Blackshirts on Sea: A History
the honour of our sacred

FEATURED
OFFICER; CLAIRE
AMBLER NBU EAST

life. Here are the true,
remarkable stories of some of
the men and women who
sacrificed their social status to
follow Mosley, regardless of
what fate might lie in store
for them. They were believers
in the man and his mission.
His philosophy of leadership
by the elite and not the mob
is more important today than
ever before. As Mosley said:
“The Spirit Lives The Rest Will
Follow”.

Sir Oswald Mosley came upon
the political scene like a
meteor. A hero of World War
One, he was the youngest MP
elected to the British
Parliament at age 22. When
the Labour Government
refused to tackle the problem
I first heard about the NBU in of unemployment he resigned
2014 from a now former
from office. On 1st Oct, 1932
member. After learning more he founded the British Union
about the party & what they of Fascists.
were about, I decided to join Fascism was the new creed
& eventually became regional which constituted a Third
officer for East of England.
Position, rejecting both the
greed of capitalism and the
I am fed up of how the
class warfare of socialism.
leftists are ruining our great Oswald Mosley created the
Richard Reynell Bellamy was
country & how the system is ideology of the “thought-deed
brought up in the aftermath
treating the average person. political soldier”. Many people
of the Great War of 1914I'd like to try make a
were thoroughly indoctrinated 1918. For many years
difference to the British
in his new doctrine of placing afterwards, men with severe
people & the country, & see the good of the entire
disabilities and disfigurements
only fascism as the answer to community above that of the
were a common sight on the
the current mess the left have privileged cliques. He sought
streets of Britain: the result of
created.
to elevate society for the
injuries sustained in the
betterment of all and not the carnage of the trenches.
CLAIRE AMBLER
enrichment of the few.
Long before the Great
Sir Oswald Mosley attracted Depression of 1931 the
supporters from all walks of pinched faces of hungry

children told of widespread story of the British Union of was the first chief of staff.
The Blackshirt defence force
poverty in northern industrial Fascists.
was under the command of
towns in what was the richest
Empire the world had ever
MOSLEYS MEN AND Eric Hamilton Piercy (a
Special Constabulary
seen. The jobs of their
WOMEN
inspector) with Neil Francisparents had long ago passed
Hawkins as his adjutant. A.K.
to the cheap sweated labour
Those who supported Mosley Chesterton was an early
countries of Asia and
throughout the 1930s came recruit, having served in the
elsewhere.
from a wide social spectrum. trenches and gaining the
Intellectuals, the military,
Military Cross.
Bellamy was not one to
farmers,
the
middle
classes
The intellectual and
grumble in the comfort of an
and
the
industrial
workers
…
academic, Alexander Raven
armchair and leave the
all
had
one
thing
in
common.
Thomson, came from the
solution to others. He joined
It
was
a
belief
in
a
communist camp and laid the
the Blackshirts almost at the
revolutionary
change
that
philosophical foundations of
start and went out onto
would
free
Britain
from
the Corporate State within
British streets to fight for
international
exploitation
and
British Union.
peace and prosperity through
bring social justice for all.
More controversial
Mosley’s policies of a high
Mosley’s
programme
for
personalities included William
wage economy, economic
national
renewal
through
Joyce, a former Black and Tan
autarky, a Corporate State –
positive
state
management
informer and later notorious
and no more wars unless
became
the
creed
of
fascist
as “Lord Haw Haw”. Joyce
Britain was attacked.
action.
was one of the very few
The
Blackshirt
movement
was
former British Union members
This brought him into daily
the
fascist
state
in
embryo.
to lend active support to the
conflict with communists,
The
simple
black
shirt
was
the
Germans in the Second World
democratic socialists and
great
social
leveller
and
the
War.
capitalist supporters. But he
principle
of
leadership
was
remained true to what he
believed in and in 1940 paid based purely on a meritocracy Joyce’s friend, John Becket, a
regardless of social
former Labour MP and cofor it with imprisonment
background.
founder of the British Legion,
without charge or trial under
Those
who
rallied
round
became the editor of the
the infamous Defence
Mosley
in
the
early
days
British Union paper, Action,
Regulation 18B.
formed a brotherhood made and was responsible for
In the course of his political stronger by the daily struggle adopting the “flash and circle”
against communist attacks
as the emblem of British
odyssey Bellamy, came to
and
the
misrepresentations
by
Union. He also coined the
know just about every British
the
Establishment
press.
In
phrase, “Mind Britain’s
Blackshirt worth knowing and
the
fighting
to
preserve
the
Business” during the
attended all the major Leader
right
of
free
speech,
the
Abyssinian crisis in 1935.
meetings and many local ones
Blackshirts
relied
on
their
Major-General J.F.C. Fuller, a
besides.
comrades, as did soldiers on chief of staff of the British
Tank Corps in 1917 and
Towards the end of his life, at the front line in the Great
War.
famous as a military
Oswald Mosley’s request, he
Not
surprisingly,
many
early
strategist, gave support to
wrote it all down for posterity
Blackshirts
were
exMosley up to the end of his
– providing this unique inside
servicemen. Ian Hope Dundas life.

LEADERS MESSAGE

On the women’s side was
Mosley’s mother, Lady
It is distressing to realise how
Katherine-Maud Mosley, who widespread and great is the
assisted in the early days.
loss of that power of national
Three former suffragettes,
unity which once attracted
Mary Richardson, Norah Elam the admiration of all who
and Mary Mien, became very came to Britain and made this
active within British Union
nation determined to carry on
with Mosley commenting
against any odds.
later, “Without the women I
could not have got a quarter In the past great storms of
of the way”.
bloodshed and misery,
There was also Ann Brockpoverty and disaster, have
Griggs, the leader of the
loomed blackly over our
Women’s Section and an
heads. Cannons have
effective public speaker in her boomed, and brought our
own right.
sons to heroic deaths. The
On all sides our enemies
Of the East London stalwarts, lightening of intrigue has
press grimly on,determined to
Edward “Mick” Clarke, then played and darted with
bring the once glourious
only 23 years old, led the
vicious intent towards the
Britain down into ruin.
movement there. Clarke
Motherland. But the men and
Fighting the hardest battle we
rallied the working class in
women of Britain have stood
ever faced we are disunited,
East London to Mosley’s side, fast, shoulder to shoulder,
without the strength of that
establishing a base of
conscious of their unity, facing
unity and mutal co-operation
proletarian support that was whatever came with calm
which made us the leading
to endure for years to come. deliberation because they
nation of the world.
knew that where they
stood,stood Britain.
We have an inept
government, without strength
Ready to die should the grim
of purpose or ability, run by
necessity arise, they faced
men who sold their national
what must have seemed
birthright upon the planks of
insurmountable obstacles.
party platforms. These men
Common misery was faced
entrusted by the nation to
with common resolve. They
rule and givejustice have led
united to preserve national
us to ruin by jumping like
integrity from disruption.
puppets whenever their
masters have pulled strings,
In unity lies strength, as has
have tricked and deluded the
been proven a million times.
entire country, so that all the
But today? We have little or
dignity and fair-play it once
no national life, weary and
represented lie trampled in
disheartened from enforced
the dust of their dirty,
multiculturism our Britain is
scheming individual careers.
split and broken unconscious
of the national strength that
could be ours.

THE NATIONAL PHALANX
PARTY

The Argentine Fascist Party
Bandera Vecinal
("Neighbourhood Banner" flag is red with white central
disc and insignia: a partial
swastika, black upright
crossed seven) is standing for
the first time for the Senate
elections in October.
Leader is Alejandro Biondini
(Italian surname) who claims
to be a "Peronist", a term
with many interpretations
since Perón was an affiliate of
Mussolini's Fascist
organization and also visited
Berlin on several occasions
during the war.
A large section of
membership was seen
enthusiastically delivering the
Fascist salute at a Press
conference.
The big controversy is that
Bandera Vecinal, like every
Party standing for the
Argentine Senate, will receive
20 million pesos funding (just
under a million pounds
sterling).
El Vikingo

1. Our strength is in
action, and being quick
and powerful in our
actions. We will attack
our rivals with
fierceness and
harshness in every
word, use our will to
break their will, and
use our faith to breath
their faith.
2. We will be faithful to
our ideology, and our
faith must be stronger
than that of a templar
knight’s. Our faith must
be like our shield.
3. Our symbol most
highly of who we are.
The Omega is like a
bow, pulled very far
back, ready to launch
the three arrows. The
Omega means that this
is perhaps the last time
in history where we
could fix the world.
The arrows mean two
things, one being the
three branches of our
government, and them
being crossed means
“together we are
stronger”, the meaning
behind the Fascist
“fasces”.
4. Our name’s symbolic
“Phalanx” reinforces

5. our “together we are
stronger” idea. In
Ancient Greece, armies
marched close together
in the Phalanx tactic,
with their shields
making a wall, the
shields connected to
protect everyone in the
division. We should
work to metaphorically
do the same, and with
our actions help our
fellow man, and be a
wall of hope and
action.
6. In the party stage, we
must have long and
hard leadership, with
two noble and just
persons in charge. Two
Eagles in front of a
large flock of Hawks.
We should seek parties
similar to our cause,
and work with them to
establish peace and
prosperity among the
movements. What is a
Phalanx with no men?
They are but weapons
and shields with no
wielder, waiting to be
used. Men are more
dangerous than any
idle weapon.
7. Desire and cherish
knowledge. Be
informed. Do not fall
into even a bit of
deceit.
8. Keep yourself in good
physical health, and
good mental health.

Communism: the
Red Plague.

war of survival for the Whites. the occupied Axis lands. Even
Leon Trotsky, Vladimir Lenin, prior to this, the Bolsheviks
and Joseph Stalin took charge tried to invade Poland in the
of Russia after they crushed 20’s, and started an uprising
the White Army, and together, in Germany around the same
they killed millions Russian
time. Both were put down,

We have seen it’s crimes in
areas all across the world,
and this terror is a terror that
tops any other on the world
and in the history of the
world. Communism is a
Zionist’s idea, and has always
been. Karl Marx, a German
Jew, made this terrifying idea,
and a man named Vladimir
Lenin made it a reality in the
great empire of Russia,
turning it into the U.S.S.R.
innocents, millions of
after the first world war. A
Ukrainians, millions of
Phalanxist must look upon the
Germans, millions of Poles,
men of the Communist ranks
millions of Czechs and
with terror and with hate: a
Slovaks, millions of Latvians,
Phalanxist must stamp them
Estonians, and Lithuanians,
out at any costs necessary,
millions of Bulgarians,
domestically and abroad.
Romanians, and Hungarians;
Here is the evidence that
their reign of terror has lead
makes the Communist plaque
to more death than any other
so terrifying, what makes it a
government on Earth.
demon we must quickly
Jewry and Communism are
eradicate.
very close allies, in this civil
war that was fought, it was
In Russia, after the end of the Russia against Judaism and
Great War, the was a civil war Bolsheviks, the newest
against the Russian Imperial creation of the Jews. In the
White Army and the Soviet
second World War, under
Red Army, the battle between Stalin, and their propaganda
these two was ruthless; the minister, they dropped
Whites and Red both
pamphlets for the Red Army,
merciless. The Reds had killed telling them to rape and
Czar Nicholas II, and had
murder German children and
angered the Russian loyalists, women, as well as anyone in
and the war looked to be a

Lenin feeling the defeat
harshly. However, in America
and other Allied nations, the
degeneration and
bolshevikination of their
people began. Porn was
created, adultery was not
frowned upon, homosexuality
was let loose and rampant,
prostitution with it, and that
list goes on and on. In
America and Europe today,
we see the effects of
capitalist Jewry, in 1920s1990s, you saw the result of
Jewish communism. Both are
bad, but Communism is more
ruthless, more disconnecting
of the people; more
destructive in nature. Even
now Communism is alive,
through the degenerates of
Jewish Capitalism, using one
Jewish idea to kill another

Jewish idea, only for that
cycle to loop again. Through
Antifa, they are a demonic
force of evil and terror still,
with violence being their only
backing. Even China,
Vietnam, Cuba, North Korea,
and Socialist politicians must
be eradicated.
How to deal with a
Communist: You destroy
them. It is simple, before they
destroy us, we must destroy
them. Their ideology must be
so bastardized that they
forget it even existed. We
must burn their books,
destroy their statues,
obliterate the history of their
existence. We must, too, steal
from them their spirit; the
Red Army Choir, for instance,
has music we could steal and
use against the Communists
with reworked lyrics that fit
our agenda. The Waffen SS
marched on these bastards
once, and this we’ll stomp on
them harder. Every nation
harmed by this sickening
ideology must rise up in arms,
and steal back your freedom.
The Soviet cause must die by
any means necessary, for a
Phalanx in both movement
and in country, will always
declare war on the sickle and
hammer!

Charles John Wesley Rike

